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7 We present a simple method to quantify the magnitude of luminescent coupling (LC) between stacked
8 subcells in multijunction photovoltaic devices. The effect of luminescence produced at high-band-gap
9 subcells on underlying low-gap units within the same device can be directly accessed as a measurable open-

10 circuit voltage difference by comparing two photovoltage spectra. Additionally, our study unambiguously
11 identifies LC as the modulation mechanism across multijunction solar cells generating a response from
12 buried subcells in photoreflectance measurements.
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13 I. INTRODUCTION

14 Multijunction solar cells (MJSCs) based on III-V semi-
15 conductors are currently the most efficient devices for
16 photovoltaic energy conversion [1]. Despite its technological
17 complexity, monolithic integration is the standard procedure
18 in the design of these devices, by which subcells based on
19 semiconductors of different energy band gaps are electrically
20 connected in series with tunnel junctions, by piling up a
21 multilayer structure. The resulting two-terminal devices are
22 convenient for subsequent electrical connection and module
23 processing but complicate the characterization and quality
24 assessment of specific parts or individual junctionswithin the
25 device. Nonetheless, current-voltage (J-V) characteristics,
26 quantum efficiency (QE), and electro- or photoluminescence
27 are routinely used in MJSC characterization, providing
28 useful information of the optoelectronic properties of the
29 subcells [2,3]. Monolithic integration imposes, in addition,
30 characteristic constraints on the operation of devices, par-
31 ticularly concerning current matching between subcells
32 under a given spectrum, in order to optimize its performance.
33 Such constraints, affecting a large number of layers in the
34 structure, translate into a tight set of growth and material
35 parameters. Ideally, the grower would count with a bunch of
36 characterization techniques that would permit independent
37 assessment of each part of the device; however, such
38 parameters are very often interrelated, affecting other parts
39 in the device and complicating any separated diagnostics
40 attempted.
41 One subtle difficulty in the optimization and characteri-
42 zation of subcells for current matching is luminescent
43 coupling (LC): Band-to-band radiative recombination
44 events at top cells generate light that can be reabsorbed

45at underlying lower-gap subcells and effectively contribute
46to the photocurrent. This additional photocurrent must be
47thus accounted for when designing high-efficiency devices,
48as to ensure operation as close as possible to current
49matching. As LC depends on the actual operation point
50of top cells, no single solution in the form of a closed set of
51parameters is expected as to ensure optimal performance
52under arbitrary illumination conditions. Still, the availabil-
53ity of a simple and reliable diagnostics tool capable of
54quantifying the magnitude of LC and the associated
55increase of photocurrent resulting from it is of high value.
56The implications of LC in the characterization, operation,
57and optimization of MJSCs are currently a matter of active
58research [4–8]. In what follows, we propose a simple
59method of quantifying LC as a measurable photovoltage
60generated at low-gap subcells. This approach has two
61distinct advantages: It (i) can easily be implemented in
62current setups for standard MJSC characterization and
63(ii) provides direct access to the magnitude of quasi-
64Fermi level splitting of subcells operating under LC effects,
65from which the optoelectronic response can be predicted.

66II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

67The proposed method is based on the measurement of the
68photovoltage generated in the device under two different
69pump-and-probe illumination sources. From Shockley’s
70diode equation, the open-circuit voltage can be expressed
71as a function of the photogenerated currents. For multi-
72junction devices, the overall open-circuit voltage expres-
73sion, considering a single-diode model for each subcell, will
74include the summation of as many diode terms as junctions
75forming the device. Each diode term consists of a log factor,
76containing the currents, multiplied by a prefactor, the
77product of the corresponding diode ideality factor n and
78the thermal voltage kT=q. For example, the photovoltage of
79a two-junction solar cell can be expressed as
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80 where the first and second term on the right correspond to the
81 top (TC) and bottom cell (BC), respectively, and α and β
82 indicate different current contributions at each diode junc-
83 tion stemming from different light sources. In what follows,
84 we consider the case Iα;β ≫ I0 and neglect the þ1 terms in
85 the logarithms.
86 The effect of more than a single illumination source
87 inducing photogeneration on the photovoltage of a given
88 subcell is illustrated in Fig. 1. The curve represents the
89 logarithmic dependence of the output voltage on the
90 photocurrent I1. Adding a second light source contributing
91 I2 increases VOC to a magnitude proportional to the
92 logarithm of the sum of the currents I1 þ I2. The magnitude
93 ΔVOC thus corresponds to the additional contribution
94 generated by I2. It will be shown that under certain
95 illumination conditions such an increase in the recorded
96 open-circuit voltage can be unambiguously ascribed to the
97 effect of luminescent coupling between subcells in multi-
98 junction devices, thereby providing a simple way to
99 estimate its magnitude.

100 III. EXPERIMENT

101 Simultaneous photovoltage and photoreflectance (PR)
102 measurements are performed on a ðGa; InÞP=GaAs tandem
103 solar cell grown by MOVPE. The application of spectral
104 photovoltage measurements to single-junction solar cells
105 and its relationship to the spectral response of the short-
106 circuit current is discussed by Mackel and Cuevas [9],
107 although our scope and method are different in this work.
108 Additionally, PR is used in this work as a complementary
109 technique, supporting our main conclusions drawn from

110photovoltage measurements, as explained later on. PR
111belongs to the family of modulation spectroscopies [10],
112which consist of the measurement of small changes in the
113optical properties of the samples under study driven by
114applied perturbations, like electric fields, strain, or temper-
115ature gradients. In PR, such perturbations are induced by
116means of carrier photogeneration by a pump beam of
117sufficient photon energy. The photogenerated excess car-
118riers diffuse and screen electric fields already present at
119space-charge regions within the semiconductor, inducing
120small changes in the dielectric constant of the material that
121are in turn recorded by means of a probe light beam as
122slight changes in the reflectance of the specimen.
123The sample structure under study is shown schematically
124in Table I, and further details on the growth method can be
125found in Ref. [11]. The sample is provided with a Ni pad on
126the front side to permit electrical contact, and In is used to fix
127the sample back surface onto a Cu-disk holder. The
128estimated efficiency of the device is 25% under one-sun
129illumination, based on QE results and accounting for the
130lack of a front metal grid and antireflection coating (in order
131to facilitate PR measurements), as well as a larger effective
132area (approximately 0.25 cm2) as compared to 1-mm2

133standard devices. Metal tips on the front and rear contacts
134are used connected to a voltmeter to record the spectral
135photovoltage during the measurements. Sharma and Hosea
136[12] report on photovoltage results obtained using contact
137and contactless measurements, and we use a similar setup in
138this work. The photovoltageVOC reading is fed to an analog-
139to-digital converter and incorporated to the data-acquisition
140control during PR scans. Measurements are carried out
141illuminating the front side of the sample simultaneouslywith
142two light sources: the 325-nm line of a 15-mW HeCd laser

F1:1 FIG. 1. Logarithmic dependency of photovoltage upon photo-
F1:2 generated current in the j subcell under two illumination sources
F1:3 generating currents I1 and I2, respectively. The increase in overall
F1:4 photovoltage results from current summation inside the log term.

TABLE I. Layer structure of the ðGa; InÞP=GaAs tandem solar
cell including nominal layer thickness and fundamental band gap
(ind., indirect).

Thickness
(nm) Eg (eV)

Top cell (Al,In)P:Si (window) 25 2.36 (ind.)
(Ga,In)P:Si (emitter) 140 1.84
(Ga,In)P:Zn (base) 730 1.84
(Al,Ga,In)P:Zn (BSF) 70 2.13

Tunnel junction (Al,Ga)As:C 64 2.05
(Al,Ga)As:C 28 2.00
GaAs:Te 15 1.39
(Al,Ga)As:Si 30 2.05

Bottom cell (Al,Ga)As:Si
(window)

32 2.05

GaAs:Si (emitter) 80 1.42
GaAs:Zn (base) 3600 1.42
(Al,Ga)As:C (BSF) 165 1.95

Buffer GaAs 1000 1.42
Substrate GaAs (1 0 0) 1.42
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143 mechanically chopped at 777 Hz (hereafter, pump) and a
144 monochromatized beam from a 150-W quartz-halogen-tung-
145 sten (QTH) lamp (hereafter, probe). Direct reflectance of the
146 probe beam containing average (dc) and modulated (ac)
147 components is detected with a Si photodiode connected to a
148 preampand a lock-in amplifier. ThePRsignal is defined as the
149 spectral ac/dc ratio. In all measurements, 2-nm step sweeps
150 are used for the probe beam. A description of the setup and
151 further references on the technique can be found in Ref. [13].

152 IV. RESULTS

153 A. Photoreflectance

154 The calculated absorption profile of the 325-nm pump
155 light under normal incidence across the first layers of the
156 cell structure reveals that about 20% of the incoming light
157 intensity is transmitted across the (Al,In)P window layer.
158 Further absorption at the (Ga,In)P emitter of the TC reduces
159 the light intensity reaching the top-cell p-n junction to
160 about 0.001%. The following 730-nm-thick (Ga,In)P-base
161 region virtually ensures that no pump light is transmitted to
162 deeper layers in the structure.
163 Despite full absorption of pump light occurring at the top
164 cell, the PR spectrum shown in the top panel in Fig. 2
165 reveals that 325-nm light pump is actually able to modulate
166 the whole device structure, with neat signatures attributed
167 to the top window, TC, and BC going from high to low
168 energies. Notice that PR is sensitive to direct transitions
169 only, and consequently the signature attributed to the
170 (Al,In)P window at 2.62 eV corresponds to its direct
171 gap. The lower panel in Fig. 2 shows a second PR spectrum
172 obtained under identical conditions but including a variable
173 neutral-density filter (NDF) attenuating the laser pump
174 beam. The pump intensity is in this case lowered down to a
175 level at which the bottom-cell signatures lie below the noise
176 level (mind the reduction in the amplitude of signatures
177 in the top-cell range by about one order of magnitude).
178 These two PR spectra are later associated with the existence
179 and absence of a measurable LC in the device.

180B. Spectral photovoltage

181Figure 3 shows the spectral photovoltage VOC recorded
182simultaneously during PR measurements shown in Fig. 2,
183together with the corresponding dc reflectance (as
184recorded, in volts). Three VOC spectra are shown: (i) using
185an (unfiltered) pump and probe (dots), with PR revealing a
186bottom-cell signature; (ii) using a (filtered) pump and
187probe, such that the PR response from bottom cell lies
188below noise level (black line); and (iii) a third spectrum
189using the probe beam only (thus PR silent), with the pump
190laser turned off (light line).
191The band gaps of TC and BC (vertical dotted lines)
192divide the energy spectrum into three regions labeled
193I, II, and III in Fig. 3. Region I corresponds to the
194transparency region of the device (E < 1.42 eV); region
195II corresponds to the absorption range of the BC only
196(1.42 eV < E < 1.84 eV); and region III also includes the
197absorption of light at the TC (E > 1.84 eV). From Fig. 3, it
198can be observed that VOC from the probe beam alone at
199energies below the BC band gap at 1.42 eV (region I) is
200zero, in agreement with no photogeneration occurring
201within the device. The same applies at the high-energy
202end of the spectrum in region III due to the decaying
203spectral content of the QTH lamp. The contribution to VOC
204generated by the probe beam is clearly resolved for energies
205within region II. The absorption range of the BC is
206characterized by a fairly constant photovoltage with a
207superimposed Fabry-Perot oscillation (the anticorrelation
208VOC maximum and dc-reflectance minimum confirms the
209interferometric origin of the rippling). The inflection point
210from which the photovoltage enters in region III and decays
211monotonically with increasing energy corresponds to the
212absorption threshold of the TC at 1.84 eV, in agreement
213with the corresponding PR signature in Fig. 2. Above this
214energy, the photovoltage generated by the probe beam

F3:1FIG. 3. Photovoltage recorded during PR spectra: under full
F3:2pump intensity (no NDF, dots); under filtered pump intensity
F3:3(with NDF, black line); and with the laser off (only probe, green
F3:4line). dc reflectance is also shown (thin red line). Regions I, II,
F3:5and III correspond to the transparency region, absorption range of
F3:6BC alone, and joint absorption at TC and BC, respectively.

F2:1 FIG. 2. PR spectra of the ðGa; InÞP=GaAs tandem solar cell
F2:2 using a 325-nm laser line without NDF (upper) and with NDF
F2:3 (lower).
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215 includes contributions from both top and bottom subcells,
216 the latter resulting from incomplete absorption at TC.
217 VOC spectra obtained under the pump and probewith and
218 without NDF appear shifted by 0.145 and 1.160 V, respec-
219 tively, in comparison to the case of the probe beam alone in
220 the transparency and high-energy regions. Such values
221 correspond to the photovoltage generated by a 325-nm laser
222 line in the device for the two different laser-beam inten-
223 sities, which according to previous calculations is fully
224 absorbed in the TC in every case. The contribution to VOC
225 from the pump beam has two components: (i) direct
226 photogeneration at TC, where the beam is fully absorbed,
227 and (ii) eventual coupled photogeneration at BC stemming
228 from TC luminescence (LC). We shall rewrite Eq. (1) for
229 VOC in region III as

VIII;p&p
OC ¼ nTCkT

q
ln

�
x × Ipump þ ITCprobeðλÞ

ITC0

�

þ nBCkT
q

ln

�
IBCprobeðλÞ þ ILC

IBC0

�
: ð2Þ

230231 As explained before, the expression includes one log
232 term per cell with the corresponding prefactor and different
233 current contributions at each subcell from the various active
234 light sources. The wavelength dependency of the probe-
235 based photogenerated current is specifically maintained in
236 the expression reflecting the varying spectral content of the
237 QTH lamp, in contrast to the wavelength-independent
238 contribution from the pump. The effect of pump-beam
239 photogeneration at the TC is included in the first, TC-
240 related log term (expressed as x × Ipump, where x accounts
241 for different pump intensities). The eventual activation of
242 LC is also included via ILC in the BC log term. Notice the
243 presence of probe-beam photogenerated currents in both
244 log terms accounting for wavelength-dependent partial
245 transparency of the TC within its absorption range.
246 A similar expression can also be given for VOC in
247 transparency region I. For the case of the probe beam
248 alone, the result is trivial with Iprobe ¼ 0. For pump-and-
249 probe spectra,

VI;p&p
OC ¼ nTCkT

q
ln
�
x× Ipump þ 0

ITC0

�
þ nBCkT

q
ln
�
0þ ILC

IBC0

�
;

ð3Þ

250 the major difference with respect to the previous expression
251 for region III being the absence of probe-beam photo-
252 generated currents for E < 1.42 eV. The latter expression
253 confirms the origin of VOC in transparency region I stem-
254 ming from pump-beam photogeneration and allows the
255 distinction of its two contributions: direct photogeneration
256 at TC and related coupled luminescence generating at the
257 BC. It is, in principle, possible to adjust the intensity of the
258 pump beam (reducing the factor x in the previous

259expression) as to effectively make LC negligible. Should
260this be the case, VOC in transparency region I recorded in
261pump-and-probe spectra would be originated solely at the
262TC by direct photogeneration of the pump beam [the last
263term of Eq. (3) drops off]. Indeed, this is the case of the
264pump-and-probe measurement performed with NDF.
265To demonstrate this, Fig. 4 shows the same plot as Fig. 3
266with both pump-and-probe spectra shifted down by the
267respective VOC readings in the transparency range (labeled
268as VI

OC). All three spectra appear now zeroed in the
269transparency region. Almost perfect overlapping between
270spectra corresponding to the cases of pump and probe with
271NDF and just the probe beam can be observed up to the
272energy corresponding to the TC band gap at 1.84 eV. With
273VI

OC zeroed, the device response in this energy range is
274solely controlled by the BC. According to the observations
275made for Eq. (3), the magnitude of VI

OC in the spectrum
276with NDF in Fig. 3 corresponds solely to the photovoltage
277generated at the TC by the pump beam, with no additional
278contribution due to LC at the BC. The overlapping spectra
279also rule out eventual LC activation by the probe beam
280alone across the absorption range of the top cell. It is also
281recalled that no PR signature from the bottom cell could be
282detected in this measurement, in agreement with the
283absence of any measurable LC.
284However, an offset of some 67 mV in VOC is found
285within the absorption range of the BC for the case of pump-
286and-probe measurement at full laser intensity (no filter in
287Fig. 4). Should VI

OC correspond to the contribution from the
288TC alone under the action of the pump beam, the photo-
289voltage spectrum under full laser intensity should overlap
290the photovoltage developed under the probe beam alone, as
291in the case with NDF. It is then concluded that the offset
292detected in the photovoltage spectrum of the pump and
293probe without NDF (after zeroing VI

OC) relative to the probe
294beam alone corresponds indeed to a contribution to the
295photovoltage originated at the bottom cell upon the action
296of the laser beam and, consequently, is not spectrally
297sensitive. In other words, the last term in Eq. (3) does

F4:1FIG. 4. The same photovoltages from Fig. 3, zeroed to the value
F4:2in the transparency region, VI

OC.
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298 not vanish if LC is active. Such an offset, well above the
299 noise level of VOC spectra, is thus a direct measurement of
300 the BC contribution to VOC stemming from LC.
301 We can estimate the relative luminescence intensity
302 responsible for BC response under LC in region II. The
303 analytic expression of the zeroing procedure as applied to
304 the spectrum under pump-and-probe illumination without
305 NDF can be written as

VII;p&p
OC − VI;p&p

OC ¼ nBCkT
q

ln

�
IBCprobeðλÞ
ILC

þ 1

�
: ð4Þ

306307 Notice that VII;p&p
OC is similar to Eq. (2) with ITCprobeðλÞ ¼ 0,

308 that VI;p&p
OC is given by Eq. (3), and that the resulting þ1

309 term is not necessarily negligible now. The recorded
310 photovoltage offset of approximately 67 mV corresponds,

311 as indicated in Fig. 4, to the difference between VII;probe
OC and

312 Eq. (4), namely,

VII;probe
OC −ðVII;p&p

OC −VI;p&p
OC Þ

¼nBCkT
q

ln

�
IBCprobeðλÞ
IBC0

�
−
nBCkT
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�
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313314 The first term on the right (probe spectrum in region II) is
315 nearly constant except for the interference rippling and
316 equal to 0.4 V. Inverting the expression, we estimate a

317 relative value of IBCprobeðλÞ ≈ 4.3 × 104 × ILC, assuming
318 26-mV thermal voltage and n ¼ 1.2 for the BC [14].
319 Referring back to Sec. II, Eq. (5) corresponds to the
320 magnitude ΔVOC of Fig. 1, from which the relative

321 magnitudes of IBCprobeðλÞ and ILC are deduced (to be
322 identified with I1 and I2 in the figure).
323 Differences are observed in VOC spectra in region III,
324 above the top-cell band gap. The nonoverlapping nature of
325 zeroed spectra in region III can be expected from the
326 varying ratios of pump-and-probe photogeneration at the
327 top cell (adding logarithmically to VOC), plus the increasing
328 contribution of the bottom cell excited by the probe beam,
329 from the expressions before. Considering the pair of spectra
330 probe alone and filtered pump and probe (setting x ¼ 1 for
331 convenience), its difference in region III of the zeroed plot
332 in Fig. 4 corresponds to

VIII;NDF
OC − VIII;probe

OC − VI;NDF
OC

¼ nTCkT
q

ln

�
1þ ITCpump

ITCprobeðλÞ
�
− 0.145 ð6Þ

333 with VI;NDF
OC ¼ 0.145 V. The wavelength dependency of

334 IprobeðλÞ and thus of the ratio Ipump=IprobeðλÞ in the log term
335 explains the different curvatures observed in VOC spectra in
336 region III.

337C. Effect of luminescent coupling
338on photoreflectance

339Finally, we turn now back to the PR spectrum in Fig. 2
340(upper panel) under full pump-beam intensity. With direct
341evidence of LC operating during the PR measurement, LC
342is proposed as the modulation mechanism responsible for
343the bottom-cell PR signature. The LC-mediated modulation
344mechanism operates right at the same frequency as the
345chopper modulating the pump beam. The probe beam, in
346turn, measures changes in reflectance induced by the
347absorption of light that has been generated at other parts
348within the structure. We propose that this sort of cascade
349process, by which light emitted by high-gap materials
350excites deeper layers of lower band gaps, effectively
351transmits modulation into the structure far beyond the
352penetration depth of the pump beam. Furthermore, it is
353concluded that the absolute distance upon which effective
354modulation can be transmitted in PR measurements of
355multilayer semiconductor structures is not necessarily
356limited by the diffusion length of photogenerated minority
357carriers [15,16]. As an example, optically transmitted
358modulation by LC satisfactorily describes the propagation
359of the perturbation across layers expected to block diffusive
360transport of minority carriers, like the case of tunnel
361junctions between subcells in open-circuit conditions
362[17]. The results of Fig. 2 support this conclusion: PR
363spectra in which LC was selectively activated do show the
364signature of a buried junction, whereas the same signature
365becomes PR silent in the absence of LC.

366V. CONCLUSION

367We provide evidence of the impact of LC in spectral
368photovoltage measurements performed onMJSCs, deriving
369thereof a simple method to quantify the magnitude of LC as
370a measurable photovoltage difference. The quantification of
371LC by means of spectral photovoltage does not require the
372realization of simultaneous PR measurements; it can rather
373be performed separately or in combination with alternative
374characterization measurements like, e.g., QE. Nevertheless,
375we show that the activation of PR signatures from deep
376layers as a function of the pump-beam intensity can act as a
377fair indicator of LC action.
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